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ABSTRACT

In mobile imaging systems, the most difficult element to integrate is the objective lens. Here we present an
intermediate approach between the costly traditional objectives and the low-resolution objectives inspired by
the compound eyes of insects. Our multi-field approach uses a small number of optical channels each imaging
a portion of the desired field of view. The full-field image is reconstructed digitally. The optics of each channel
is kept simple for wafer-level fabrication and its size is sufficient to obtain a reasonable resolution. We present
the design and fabrication of a prototype using 9 plano-convex lenses for 9 channels. Glass lenses glued on a
wafer are used to image a full-field of ±40◦ with an f -number of 3. The images obtained shows field curvature
correction. A simple image reconstruction scheme is presented. In conclusion, multi-field objectives fabricated
with micro-optics technology are thin, simple to mount, robust, and easily replicated.

Keywords: Imaging systems, micro-optics, geometric optical design, aberration compensation, optical design
and fabrication, image reconstruction techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

The camera objective is the most difficult element to integrate into nomadic devices. In addition to the significant
thickness of the objective, its mounting requirements are often difficult to meet and are costly. These problems
stem from the traditional approach to aberration control using a series of lenses placed sequentially along the
optical axis.1 Novel approaches include the use of the wavefront coding method to simplify the lens systems2,3

and multi-channels objectives.4–9 Of the multi-channel objectives, the work of Brückner et al. is attractive.10

These authors fabricated a thin array of numerous small channels each imaging a field of 10◦. The full-field
image covers 58◦ × 46◦. The information from overlapping fields are used to digitally increase the reconstructed
image angular resolution using a technique similar to Tanida et al.5

In our work, we concentrate on intermediate optical systems between the traditional objective and the multi-
faced eye. An analogy could be drawn with the visual system of the jumping spiders (Portia) and their eight
eyes.11 Our designs have a small number of separated channels to simplify the channel separation. The size
of the channel aperture is adequate to produce images with an angular resolution close to the resolution of the
human eye. The optics is required to be simple for fabrication using wafer-level techniques,12–14 resulting in
optical elements ready for mass production.

Here we present the design of our multi-field objective using single plano-convex lenses working at an f -number
of 3 and covering a full-field of ±40◦. We describe the fabrication method used at our facilities. Then, the
objectives are built and characterised. Simple image acquisition and reconstruction are presented. The results
are discussed and placed in perspective with what can be done in state of the art factories.
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Figure 1. Drawing of three lens systems forming three images on a flat sensor represented by a vertical continuous line
(centre). The three lenses are identical. They form sharp images over a curved field (dashed line). Each lens is located
at a different axial position and its curved field crosses the sensor at a different height. On the right, the three fields are
represented. The hatched areas indicate the field areas sharply imaged on the sensor.

2. MULTI-FIELD IMAGING

The advantage of a multi-field imaging system over a conventional objective is an added degree of freedom. Each
channel can perform a different task. Concepts such as the foveated system15,16 and the split-field17 can be
implemented. For aberration control, the task of each channel is limited to a given sub-field. This situation is
advantageous because the amount of most optical aberrations varies rapidly over different field areas.18

The image produced by a single-lens system lies on a curved surface. This aberration is called field curvature
and it can not be reduced in such a simple system. The effect of a curved field could be avoided by using a curved
image sensor.19,20 Unfortunately, these sensors are not yet commercially available and are not compatible with
wafer-level low-cost production techniques. Within the multi-field framework, field curvature can be corrected
by changing the optical power of each channel. This approach was demonstrated—as well as astigmatism
correction—using carefully designed elliptical micro-lenses of varying radii of curvature.21 As it is technically
challenging to produce array of lenses of different power, we propose to use lenses of identical power located at
different distances from the sensor as depicted in Fig. 1. On the left side, three lens systems are drawn. These
systems form three separated images on a flat image sensor represented by the vertical line. Each lens is located
at a different axial position and its curved field crosses the sensor at different heights. The part of the field which
appears sharp on the sensor is represented by a continuous line. On the right, the three fields are sketched. For
each system, the hatched area represents the sharply imaged part of the field.

2.1 Plano-convex objective

A plano-convex lens has a small number of free parameters. For a given material, the desired lens power sets
the radius of curvature of the convex surface. The remaining free parameters are the lens thickness and the
aperture stop size and position. By locating the aperture stop at the plane surface of the lens and by setting
the thickness of the lens equal to the radius of curvature of the convex surface, as shown in Fig. 2, the lens is
free from coma, astigmatism, and lateral chromatic aberration.18 For this stop position, the amount of both
distortion and field curvature is large. The image distortion can be corrected digitally,23 but the effect of field
curvature has to be corrected optically. Here we use the multi-field concept as shown in Fig. 1. The remaining
first order aberrations are the spherical aberration and the longitudinal chromatic aberration. For the lens
dimension considered, spherical aberration has a stronger effect than longitudinal chromatic aberration. It can
be reduced using an aspheric lens profile or by reducing the aperture of the stop.

2.2 Optical design

Due to our current limitation, we are unable to fabricate lenses with the required diameter. Therefore, we rely
on commercially available spherical lenses (45223, Edmund Optics, USA) having a diameter of 1.0 mm and a
focal length of 1.0 mm. The optical design is tailored to a colour webcam sensor (C600, Logitech, Switzerland)
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the thick plano-convex lens with stop at the plane surface, a design close to the rear
landscape lens22 but with a single curved surface. The arrow indicates that the centre of curvature of the convex surface
is at the centre of the aperture.
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Figure 3. Plot of the field curvature for the designed lens (diameter of the aperture stop of 0.33 mm) for field angles up
to 40◦ and for the wavelength of 486 nm (blue, continuous), 589 nm (green, short dash), 656 nm (red, long dash).

having 1600× 1200 square pixels with a side length of 2.835µm. The sensing area is 4.536 mm× 3.416 mm. It is
covered by a Bayer filter and a glass window. We set the acceptable blur diameter w = 10µm, a value close to
the length of 4 pixels. Then ray tracing software or geometrical optics calculation18,24 can be used to determine
the maximum radius of the stop that limits the image blur due to spherical aberration to the acceptable blur w.
We found a radius a of 0.166 mm giving an f -number of 3.

The depth of focus of this lens system is 60µm. Using a ray tracing software (Radiant Zemax, USA), we
generated the plots of field curvature shown in Fig. 3 for a field angle up to 40◦ and for three wavelengths: 486,
589, and 656 nm. The axial displacement between the blue (continuous) and the red (long dash) curves reveals
a maximum longitudinal chromatic aberration of 30µm on axis, a value much smaller than the depth of focus.
Therefore, the effect of longitudinal chromatic aberration on the image quality is expected to be small. However,
the maximum focus shift which is due to field curvature is 115µm, a value twice as large as the approximated
depth of focus. This aberration seriously degrades the image quality. Using two lens systems (channels) axially
shifted by 60µm, a sharp image of the total field can be acquired.
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic drawing of the field layout, the circles represent the position of the aperture stops, the rectangle
represents the sensor area, and the blue zones represent the field image from each channels. (b) Cross-section drawing
of the designed optical system passing through the centre lens (top) and the satellite lenses (bottom). The 1.1 mm thick
wafer support posts of different thickness onto which the lenses (in red) are glued. The front surface of the wafer (B) is
covered with black photoresist with aperture used to separate the different fields. The back surface (A) is also covered
with black photoresist with aperture defining the channel stops. The sensing surface is on the right (S). Rays from three
different field angle: 0◦, 27◦, and 40◦ are traced for both channels (blue).

2.3 System layout and field curvature correction

The optical systems we constructed consisted of a central plano-convex lens that image a field of ±27◦ and
satellite channels that extend the field to 40◦. For a good use of the sensor area, the field extension is divided
into eight annular sectors of 45◦ and arranged as depicted in Fig. 4 (a). In that drawing, the circles represent
the position of the channel apertures, the rectangle represents the sensor area, and the blue areas represent the
useful part of the image from each channels.

A cross-section view of the central channel and of one of the satellite channels is shown in Fig. 4 (b). Apertures
are formed on both sides of a glass wafer. On the back side (A), we have the aperture stops. On the front side
(B), limiting apertures are used to avoid light cross-talk between the different channels. The lenses are glued on
the back side. The satellite lenses are on a post used to compensate the field curvature. On the right, the image
sensor (S) is represented. The designed total track length is 3.0 mm.

3. FABRICATION

The designed multi-field objectives are fabricated using circular glass wafers with a diameter of 4 inches and
with a thickness of 1.1 mm (D263T, Schott, Germany). On a single wafer, 16 squares modules with a side
length of 11 mm are fabricated in parallel. The two sides of the wafer were covered by black photoresist (EK410,
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Figure 5. (a) Image of the back-side of the fabricated objective. It is square with a side length of 11 mm. (b) The finished
device. The objective is glued onto the black support and aligned in front of the camera sensor. The dimensions of the
case are 6.0 × 5.5 × 3 mm3.

Everlight Chemical Industrial Co., Taiwan). Photolithographic steps are used to form apertures on both sides.
On the back side of the wafer, the aperture stops with a diameter of 0.33 mm are formed. On the front side,
limiting apertures are formed to avoid light cross-talk between the different channels. A 60-µm thick layer of
glue (NOA83H, Norland Products Inc., USA) was replicated and polymerised on the back side of the wafer.
Finally, the 9 glass lenses are aligned using two micro-manipulators, under a microscope, and they are glued. A
photograph of the multi-field objective is shown in Fig. 5 (a). We measured the lens centring relative to each
aperture stop and we found an average shift of 13µm. The multi-field objective is then glued on a circular
support, it is aligned in front of the camera and enclosed into a dedicated box as seen in Fig. 5 (b).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 6 shows an image of a square grid super-imposed with marks delimiting the field to be imaged by each
channel. The inner-circle extends to a field angle of 27◦ and the outer-circle to 40◦. The central image is sharp up
to a field angle of 27◦. For larger field angle, the image sharpness and contrast decrease. Each satellite channel
images its dedicated field sharply and without vignetting.

The effect of the field curvature correction is directly visible in Fig. 6. However, to quantify the improved
image quality, we measured the modulation transfer function (MTF) at the three locations shown in Fig. 6: (1)
in the centre of the image of the central channel, (2) at a field angle of 33◦ on the image of the central channel (at
6h), and (3) at a field angle of 33◦ on the image of the corresponding satellite channel (top). We used the slanted
edge method25,26 to avoid aliasing due to the low sampling resolution of the camera. The MTF-curve for the
three image locations are shown in Fig. 7. The MTF curve for the field angle of 33◦ of the central channel image
(2) is lower than the two other curves. It reaches a modulation of 0.3 for a spatial frequency of 60 cycles/mm. For
the two other curves, that is for the central location (1) and for the corrected satellite image (3), a modulation
better than 0.3 is obtained up to a spatial frequency of 90 cycles/mm. These results match the MTF obtained
from ray tracing (not shown). The standard deviation obtained from 10 repeated measurements is smaller than
0.05.

For image reconstruction, the four corners of the annular sectors were used as landmarks in a linear, two-
dimensional mapping routine using Matlab® (The Mathworks, Inc., USA). Figure 8 (a) shows the raw image of
the grid from the central channel as in Fig. 6. Figure 8 (b) shows the digitally reconstructed image. The mapped
area in the reconstructed image is clearly visible due to uncorrected brightness and colour variations from the
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Figure 6. Raw image of a grid acquired with the multi-field objective. The central circle extends to a field angle of 27◦

and the external one to 40◦. The central image is sharp up to about 27◦. The satellite images are sharp between 27 to
40◦ as designed. The number 1 to 3 indicate the location of the modulation transfer function measurements shown in
Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Measured MTF plot for the three image locations shown in Fig. 6. The location (1) is in the centre and (2) at
a field angle of 33◦ of the central channel image. The location (3) is in the satellite image corresponding to the location
(2).
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(a) (b)
Figure 8. (a) Raw image of the central channel from Fig. 6, (b) Reconstructed image obtained by mapping the images of
the satellite channels.

(a) (b)
Figure 9. (a) Raw image of the central channel showing a few books, (b) Reconstructed image obtained by mapping the
images of the satellite channels.

raw image. These effects, as well as the strong barrel distortion, can be corrected digitally. In this close-up view,
the improved image sharpness in each 45◦-sectors is clearly visible.

The reconstruction mapping obtained using the grid image is now used to reconstruct the images acquired
with the multi-field objective. Figure 9 shows the image of a few books. The writings on the mapped area are
easier to read in the corrected image than in the original image. Figure 10 shows the image of an origami crane.
The crane wing-span is 12 cm. To acquire this image, the camera was placed at about 40 to 50 mm to the crane.
At that small distance, a small parallax effect is visible at the junction between the crane head and its neck.

5. CONCLUSION

We have designed and fabricated a multi-field imaging system using plano-convex lenses on a single wafer. The
system track length is 3.0 mm. It is small and simple to align in front of an image sensor. The strong field
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(a) (b)
Figure 10. (a) Raw image of an origami crane, (b) Reconstructed image obtained by mapping the images of the satellite
channels.

curvature inherent to single positive lens system is corrected using a number of separated channels for different
part of the field of view. The system ability to correct field curvature was measured. Reconstructed images were
obtained using simple image mapping.

Digital processing of the images is required for the multi-field concept. The full-field image has to be assembled
using the sub-field images from all channels. In addition, the image distortion, colour, and brightness have to
be corrected. All these operations can be integrated into the embedded electronic of current image sensors.
Although, a manual intervention was required to glue the lenses, our multi-field objective can be replicated
using moulding technology. Furthermore, in a state-of-the-art facilities, lenses of the required dimension can be
fabricated at the wafer level using the reflow technique12,13 enabling, cheap production and the possibility to
correct spherical aberration using an aspheric lens profile.

The objective presented here, is an example of a multi-field objective. By adding a second wafer between the
lenses and the sensor, inter-channel cross talk can be strongly reduced and a better usage of the sensing area can
be obtained. The total track lens can also be reduced. The objective is also very different from the one presented
by Brückner et al.10 It illustrates the variety of design that can be obtained when the design emphasises any of
the following parameters: Number of channels, channel separation and cross-talk suppression, image brightness,
information redundancy, track length. Furthermore, the added design freedom obtained using the multi-field
concept may be used to implement different techniques,15–17 to vary the optical properties of each channel for
user-defined functions, and possibly the obtain depth information using channel parallax.
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